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The Hard Bop Trombone: An exploration of the improvisational styles of the four trombonists who defined the genre (1955-1964).

Emmett C. Goods

This dissertation examines the improvisational stylings of Curtis Fuller, Locksley “Slide” Hampton, Julian Priester and Grachan Moncur III from 1955 through 1964. In part one of this study, each musician is presented through their improvisational connections to J.J. Johnson, the leading trombonist of the Bebop era. His improvisational signatures are then traced through to the musical innovations of the Hard-Bop Trombone Era. Source material for this part of the study includes published books, dissertations, articles, online sources, discographies and personal interviews. Part two of this paper analyzes selected solos from each of the four subjects to identify the defining characteristics of the Hard-Bop Trombone Era. Evidence for these claims is bolstered by interviews conducted with the four men and their protégés. In a third and final part, a discography has been compiled for each artist during the defined era.

Through historical analysis of these four artists’ music and recording of first-hand accounts from the artists themselves, this document attempts to properly contextualize the Hard-Bop Trombone Era as unique and important to the further development of the jazz trombone. It is my hope that creating and preserving a historical record of these four musicians’ accomplishments serves as a valuable addition to the current research on this topic as well as for future studies in the field of Jazz Trombone.
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Introduction

The Hard Bop Era is the period in jazz that follows the Bop (1940-1955), and the Cool (1948-1959) periods. It is musically characterized by a return to the Afrocentric rhythmic roots of jazz music, and a distancing from the more artisanal style that came about after the Bop period. During the Hard Bop Era, emphasis was placed on Latin/jazz hybrid music and on jazz/r&B hybrid music. Perhaps the best way to understand Hard Bop is to think of Be Bop, its predecessor, as Latin and Hard Bop could then be considered as English. Today we all agree that Latin is the foundation and English is a derivative of that foundation. In considering things this way, one should also keep in mind that while we do not always see the Latin origins in English they are still there. One could further go on to say that Bebop is often characterized by improvisations filled with streams of notes played at fast tempos most often in a swing (4/4) rhythm. The Hard Bop Era is not just streams of notes. The speed and tempo of songs come way down during this era, they take one note and bend the note. They play things that people can pat their foot to and enjoy.

A few aspects of the Hard Bop era stand out. First its importance and recognition in jazz history. Second its connection to civil rights movements. And finally the personalities that dominate the era from top down.

First historically, the music of bands such as Art Blakey and the Jazz Messengers, the Horace Silver Quintet, the Jazztet led by Art Farmer and Benny Golson as well as bands led by Miles Davis and John Coltrane all came to the forefront during the Hard Bop Era. A large amount of study goes into the work these groups produced and it is considered fundamental to the understanding of jazz today. What more, many of the most important jazz musicians of all time were active during this era. The jazz musicians of this era include people such as Freddie Hubbard, Wayne Shorter, Bill Evans, Wes
Montgomery and Cannonball Adderley amongst so many others who are now regularly analyzed for their contributions to the growth and development of jazz on their respective instruments. Trombonists are rather underrepresented among this group of artists, which begs the question, who were the defining trombonists of this era? While there is a level of unavoidable subjectivity to this question, one can however examine the trombonists who played with the defining musicians of the era in order to come to a few preliminary, but key, insights.

A second aspect of the uniqueness of the Hard Bop era is that it occurs a little less than decade after World War II ends. This new generation of musicians, many of whom served in the military, would come away from their service with a sense of urgency for Civil Rights in America as many got a taste of how well they were treated in foreign countries as both black men and musicians. Major events in America during this 1955-1964 time period such as the murder of Emmett Till, the Little Rock Nine and The Selma Bus boycott, to name just a few acted as an accelerant to an already burning desire for Civil Rights. This burning desire came out in the music that musicians of the Hard Bop era made. Consider We Insist: The Freedom Now Suite by Max Roach. This record includes one of the subjects of this study, Julian Priester. The suite takes the listener on a journey through the African-American experience from slavery through more contemporary issues such as Apartheid. The cover features a reenactment of the famous 1960 Greensboro, NC lunch counter sit-ins. We could also consider The Freedom Rider by Art Blakey and the Jazz Messengers. The title track is an homage to sacrifice made by young people to help African-Americans in the south exercise their right to vote. These are just two examples of recorded protest music by jazz musicians of this era.

The last aspect to consider is personality. Like most musical developments, the change from the Bop to the Hard Bop Era was largely personality-driven. Estimates of the time frame for Hard Bop vary
between 6-9 years. Most scholars would pin the start of the Hard Bop Era on Charlie Parker’s death, which signified the end of Be Bop, in 1955. One could also set the beginning of the Hard Bop Era at 1956, the year Clifford Brown died. These deaths mark the end of people playing in that style. After these deaths, musicians played based on those sensibilities, but differently. In the case of the four subjects analyzed in this dissertation. I will attempt to argue the manner in which personality can be used to help characterize the improvisational style of each trombonists.

In chapter one I approach the question concerning the defining trombonists of this era. I will do this by considering the players who appear to pick up the mantle from leading trombonist of the previous era. This line of thinking can be referred to as “the discipleship” question of J.J. Johnson. In other words, who were the musical followers of J.J. Johnson. By followers I mean people who internalized and emulated in many ways the musical style of Johnson, but used the style to create something new in this case Hard Bop. In David Baker’s 1979 jazz monograph of J.J. Johnson, Baker specifically cites himself and Slide Hampton as disciples of J.J. Johnson.1 Later, Baker constructs a musical genealogy for J. J and lists Curtis Fuller, Locksley “Slide” Hampton and Julian Priester as part of a next generation of Jazz trombonists.2

In chapter two I have chosen J.J. Johnson as the analytical lens to conduct this research. I explicate the defining characteristics of Johnson’s style that can be recognized in the styles of the subjects. This enables me to analyze the major differences between the hard bop style, and the bebop style of jazz trombone playing. For the purposes of this study anyone who was also recording during the

---


previous period (Bop), will not be consider new and as such a contemporary of Johnson. The focus of the current research has been restricted specifically to Curtis Fuller, Slide Hampton, Julian Priester and Grachan Moncur III. In chapters two and three I explore the linkages of the four trombonists to one another that can be considered characteristic of trombone playing during this era. the next hard bop era trombonist.

Review of Literature

As I began my initial research, I began to examine what types of citations were of value and needed to be included in this document. I immediately disregarded entries that did not present specific information pertaining to the use of the trombone in the Hard Bop era, or the specific ensembles the subjects played in. In addition to the available articles I scrutinized dissertations that included the subjects found in ProQuest Dissertations and Theses until I found those that I understood to be of importance. The use of West Virginia Universities Library website helped me gather information from the following databases: JSTOR, Pro Quest Dissertations & Theses and RILM Abstracts of Music Literature. Even with the limited amount of published research on this topic, significant time was spent narrowing my results to find the items that were most valid to my research.

Dr. Isidore Rudnick’s, *A stylistic analysis of melody, harmony, rhythm and sound quality in selected improvised solos of Slide Hampton*³, is an integral part of the analysis of style and the relationship of the Hard Bop era players to the Bop era. Dr. Rundnick gives a clear, concise method of looking at jazz trombone styles through transcription and analysis.

Dr. Eddie Elsey, Jr’s *A comparison of two distinctive jazz trombone artists, David Steinmeyer and Curtis Fuller*⁴, will be a crucial text as it provides a great deal of in-depth information into the era and specifically Curtis Fuller’s playing during the era. Transcriptions from this dissertation are used for analysis.

Dr. James H. Moore’s, *A comparative study of the trumpet styles of Clifford Brown, Donald Byrd and Freddie Hubbard: An examination of jazz trumpet style from 1953-1964*⁵ is extremely helpful, as it takes a similar approach. Dr. Moore compares the styles of Byrd and Hubbard and links them to the work of Clifford Brown.

---


Scope and Limitation

The four main subjects of the study Curtis Fuller, Locksley “Slide” Hampton, Julian Priester and Grachan Moncur, III were the most active players post J.J. recording in the style between 1955-1964. All the subjects are aging and in declining health. Interviews are hard to acquire at this point; Therefore, much of the weight lands on their protégés Steve Davis, Steve Turre, Jay Ashby, Nat Reeves, James Burton, III, and Clifton Anderson to help gain insight as to what these men were doing during this time-period.

**Steve Davis:** “young lion era trombonist”, jazz trombone professor at the University of Hartford, Hartt School of Music for the last 20 years. Steve has been a protégé of Curtis Fuller, Grachan Moncur, III and Slide Hampton since the 1980s.

**Steve Turre:** jazz trombonist and Saturday Night Live band member for over twenty years. Turre was the second trombonist to be a member of Art Blakey’s Jazz Messengers in the 1970s.

**Jay Ashby:** professor of World Music and Jazz Studies at Oberlin College and protégé of Slide Hampton since the 1980s.

**Clifton Anderson:** jazz trombonist and member for the Sonny Rollins Quintet for over thirty years. Anderson has been a protégé of Slide Hampton since the 1970s.

**James Burton, III** is a jazz trombonist and former member of the jazz faculty at The Julliard School and former member of the Dizzy Gillespie Alumni Orchestra under the direction of Slide Hampton.

**Nat Reeves** is a bassist and educator. He has worked with Curtis Fuller and recorded with him in numerous settings since the 1980s.

These six interviewees were selected because they have been close in relationship to the primary subjects for decades. Every effort was made to add additional representatives who had a close relationship with Julian Priester.
Research Methodology

Three primary research methods were used to facilitate this study. Information was obtained via scholarly publications such as articles, dissertations, and recordings. Only scholarly resources were consulted and used for this particular section of the research; An acute examination of these materials was used to identify authentic, relevant, and pertinent information.

Personal interviews were conducted to obtain a significant portion of information relative to this topic. All subjects are still currently living and one would be remiss not to include their voice. The students of these subjects were also interviewed. Many of the students have studied with more than one of the subjects. The following questions will be asked of the subjects in congruence with the guidelines of human research at West Virginia University, I have completed the IRB training as well as the Social & Behavioral Research Investigator Module to appropriately complete the interview portion of this document. This training provided pertinent information for human research as well as promoting respect and rights for all individuals interviewed.

The following questions were addressed to the subjects:

1. What was your musical background?
2. How did you decide to play trombone?
3. Who were your primary teachers?
4. What trombonist had an influence on you?
5. Did you transcribe any of their material?
6. What was it like working with……?
7. Is there one particular recording from this era of your career that you are proud of or fond of?
8. As you recall what was your improvisational concept during this time? Were you working on anything in particular?

9. Who were some of your favorite trombonist of this era?

The following questions were addressed to their students and protégés:

1. When did you first listen to the artist?

2. How did you end up meeting the artist?

3. Did you study formally with him?

4. If yes what specifically did you work on? Technique, Improvisation or both.

5. Where would you say the artist belongs in the lineage of jazz trombonist?

6. What recording from 1955-1964 do you think demonstrates the talent, skill, virtuosity of the artist?

7. In your opinion is there something that the artist did during that time which separates him from other jazz trombonist of this era of jazz history.

Finally, transcriptions of the subject’s solos will be used. Some of these transcriptions come from published sources and others are from my private collection. These transcriptions will help to isolate and identify specific characteristics of each artist playing and will be the main point for analysis.
Chapter 1: Biographical Information

Section 1. Curtis Fuller-“The Virtuoso”

Curtis Fuller was born December 15, 1934 in Detroit, Michigan to parents who had recently immigrated from Jamaica. The transition to America was not smooth for the Fullers. Mr. Fuller’s father died of pneumonia when he was still a baby and the family ended up on hard times. Mr. Fuller’s mother passed shortly after that. This led to young Mr. Fuller being placed in an orphanage.

In school, Fuller was given the opportunity to study music. His first instrument was the violin, he knew quickly it was not for him.\(^1\) He initially wanted a more exciting instrument like a saxophone, but none were available. So, he ended up playing the last remaining instrument, a trombone.\(^2\) After Fuller began to play the trombone, one of the sisters of the orphanage took him to see jazz saxophonist Illinois Jacquet to allow Fuller to see how professional trombonists played. J.J. Johnson was a part of Jacquet's group at that time. When Fuller saw Johnson play for the first time, he was enamored at the way that Johnson played.\(^3\)

There was something intellectual about the way he stood there; he was involved with the music. Illinois was involved with crowd-pleasing things: bitin' the reed and screamin' and layin' on his back. And J.J. just stood there and played the music. That to me showed such dignity. J.J. just seemed like he was the man, and I thought gee, that's what I want to do.\(^4\) Fuller took that inspiration and poured it into his horn.


\(^2\) Ibid

\(^3\) Ibid

\(^4\) Ibid
He had no private instruction as a child but, instead, gleaned information from wherever he could. One of these resources was Donald Byrd from whom Fuller gained his deep knowledge and appreciation for the Arban’s Method. Byrd was just one of the many young Detroit jazz musicians around who Fuller was lucky enough to have grown up. He went to High School with Donald Byrd and Paul Chambers; everyone from the Jones brothers (Thad, Elvin, and Hank), Doug Watkins, Kenny Burrell, Louis Hayes, Charles McPherson et al. made up just some of the jazz musicians who were part of the scene in which Fuller grew up.5

Fuller joined the Army in 1953 and was initially in a tank battalion. Soon it was discovered that he had musical talent and was made part of the band. This band was led by Julian “Cannonball” Adderley and included his brother Nat Adderley and Mel Wanzo.6 After leaving the Army in 1955, Fuller enrolled at Wayne State University to major in sociology. While in college, he continued to play with different groups in Detroit.7 One of the specific groups that he worked with was that of his longtime friend Yusef Lateef. The quintet went to New York in 1957 to record.8

Once in New York word spread quickly of the new phenom in town, and his recording career began in short order. Among the very first records Fuller recorded were two as a leader for Prestige.9 Fuller was now firmly planted in New York and within his first year of being there he would record with Bud Powell and John Coltrane. He would also land his first major gig with the one and only Miles Davis

5 Ibid
9 Ibid
sextet that included Sonny Rollins on the front line. In 1957, at 23 years old and in a new musical environment, he went on to have one of the most impactful first years ever in the New York City Jazz scene. Fuller recorded 6 albums under his own name and 15 others as a sideman. Fuller’s star was shining bright and by the end of the 1950s he had a found a home in the Jazztet, which was a collective that was co-led by Art Farmer and Benny Golson. This group’s radio hit, “Killer Joe” helped to make Fuller a household name.

In 1961, Fuller left the Jazztet to begin working with the legendary Art Blakey and the Jazz Messengers. He would spend the next four years with Blakey. The time Fuller spent with Blakey would solidify the Hard Bop solo style on trombone.

By the time Mr. Fuller joined the band, Blakey had gained a reputation as a finishing school for talented young jazz musicians. Fuller would be the first trombonist to ever go through this finishing school. His work showed his growth and the development of what should be considered the “harp-bop” style of trombone improvisation. The material during his tenure with the group was made up of Latin/jazz hybrid music and modal compositions which were precursors of what was soon to become more standard in the avant-garde era. Fullers improvisations over these are unlike anything previously recorded by any jazz trombonist. The language of jazz improvisation was changing at a faster rate than any previous time period and Fuller’s band mates Wayne Shorter and Freddie Hubbard were at the forefront of this change. They were introducing modal compositions and as such Fuller gave the trombone a modal voice. Fuller’s own compositions, “The Egyptian” and “Ala Mode” were based off of modes. “Ala Mode” is based off of the Dorian mode and “The Egyptian” is based off of Phrygian. Also, pieces like Wayne Shorter’s “Children of the Night” and “Free for All” which use a mixture of modes

\[10\] Ibid
and traditional changes. These are just a few examples of compositions where Fuller went beyond the established jazz trombone language.
Section 2. Locksley “Slide” Hampton—“The Thinker”

Locksley “Slide” Hampton was born on April 21, 1932 in Jeanette, PA to a family of musicians. He was raised in Indianapolis, IN and graduated from the famed Crispus Attucks High School. This was the same High School that nurtured a young James Louis Johnson (“J.J.”) a decade earlier. Among those who were part of the musicians in the jazz community when young Hampton was coming up were the Montgomery brothers (Buddy, Monk and Wes) and Freddie Hubbard.

Hampton was already working at a young age as a part of his family’s band. He was initially self-taught with some help from his family members which may explain the reason that, though right-handed, Hampton plays the instrument left-handed. When asked about the way he sets up his horn he simply says that he plays the horn the way it was first handed to him, which is with the slide in the left hand. Hampton’s family was a very well-known outfit throughout the Mid-west, touring and making records. Hampton continued with the family band until the early 1950s, when he launched out on his own.

Initially, after leaving his family band, Hampton worked with a blues outfit. Hampton’s big break came when he received the call to work in the band of vibraphonist Lionel Hampton (no relation). It was in this band that he started to gain some attention and it was not long before he was in the little big band of the great Maynard Ferguson. It was as a member of Ferguson’s ensemble that people started to notice not only this young trombone player with the gift of being able to play at fast tempos, but also one of the most talented of the new generations of arrangers. This band featured two of these arrangers in the trombone section, Slide Hampton and Don Sebesky.
Most importantly during this time, Hampton made a recording that really put him in the conversation of Hard Bop Trombonist. This was the two-trombone record that he made with fellow up-and-comer Curtis Fuller. This recording will be discussed in-detail in the next chapter.

During the last part of the Hard Bop Era Hampton was focusing primarily on his own group, an octet. This group had no chordal instrument, though on some recordings Hampton plays piano. These Octet recordings do not showcase his soloist abilities to their full potential. Nevertheless, there are a few exceptions such as his album, *Exodus*, where on the track “Confirmation” by Charlie Parker, an arrangement by Hampton, we see Hampton displaying his expert ability to solo over Bebop changes chorus after chorus.

Section 3. Julian Priester-“The Chameleon”

**Julian Priester**, was born on June 29, 1935 in Chicago, IL. Priester was the youngest of six children. His father was an assistant pastor so his family was deeply involved with church. In his interview with Paul Rauch he says that, “We had a piano at home. Several of my siblings played piano. There was music all around. We would gather around the piano and sing hymns. My mother, and one of my sisters played piano, and one of my brothers was a jazz fan.”¹¹ It was here that Priester first became exposed to jazz. He goes onto say that he watched as his brother and his brother’s friends would listen over and over again to parts of solos by people like Charlie Parker.¹²


¹² Ibid
By high school, Priester was playing piano in the school orchestra at the famed Du Sable High School. Priester said that orchestra members were all incorporated into the band several times a year and he was forced to play the glockenspiel, which he hated. He asked to switch initially to trumpet but was given a baritone horn. Later, he discovered that baritone and trombone shared the same mouthpiece and he made a permanent switch.\textsuperscript{13} Priester was just 17 years old when his classmate Richard Evans told him to come to a rehearsal for Sun Ra’s Arkestra.\textsuperscript{14} He goes on to say that the same friend recommended him for Lionel Hampton’s Orchestra.\textsuperscript{15} Priester says that it was in Sun Ra’s group that he really learned to use his ear, as Sun Ra would rehearse for up to 8 hours with no charts. He emphasized that it is a skill that has paid him great dividends through the years. Somewhere in between Sun Ra and Lionel Hampton, Priester says that he briefly went to the Sherwood School of Music.\textsuperscript{16}

When Priester arrived in New York circa 1958 he was able to quickly find work at Riverside records, where he worked with famed Miles Davis drummer Philly Joe Jones. He was fortunate enough to be a part of Jones’s record, \textit{Blues for Dracula}. This marks some of the first significant recorded solo work we have from Priester. In fact, the recording with Jones is what brought him to the attention of Max Roach, who was putting together a new band. This band and the recordings they made such as \textit{We Insist \& Percussion Bitter Sweet} would help to thrust him into the National Jazz spotlight.

\textsuperscript{13} Ibid


\textsuperscript{15} Ibid

In 1960, Priester made his only two solo records from this era. The most widely known being *Keep Swinging* which featured saxophonist Jimmy Heath on a little over half of the record and the powerhouse rhythm section of pianist Tommy Flanagan, bassist Sam Jones and drummer Elvin Jones (no relation). His other recording, made the same year was *Spritsville* which featured a sextet on 4 tracks. This recording was also filled with some Hard Bop stalwarts, pianist McCoy Tyner, bassist Sam Jones and drummer Arthur Taylor, all who were among some of the most recorded individuals of this era.

Section 4. Grachan Moncur III-“The Poet”

Grachan Moncur, III was born on June 3, 1937 in New York, NY. Moncur, like Slide Hampton, came from a family of musicians. His father Grachan was a bassist and his uncle Al Cooper was a tenor saxophonist and the leader of the famed Savoy Sultans. In the 2003 www.allaboutjazz.com interview Moncur states,

> My father being a bassist back in the day when he was playing with the early bands, it was normal for a good bassist to also play tuba and play valve trombone also. So, he always had a tuba and valve trombone always around the house. As a kid, as a very youngster, I started doodling around with the trombone, long before I was even big enough to actually stand up and play the valve trombone, which was what was around the house.\(^\text{17}\)

Out of all the subjects, Moncur was afforded the most access to instruction leading up to his professional career. In the same article he discusses getting private instruction on trombone beginning at a very early age.\(^\text{18}\) Moncur also has the unique distinction of being the second most notable alumni of the Laurinburg Institute in North Carolina where “Dizzy” Gillespie was also once a student. In an interview


\(^{18}\) Ibid
with Ed Berger for *Jazztimes* Moncur recalled, “the trumpeter’s spirit still permeated its halls almost two decades later.”

After high school, Moncur spent some time at both Manhattan School of Music and Julliard respectively. Unable to remain in music school, Moncur’s professional career began in 1958. He began working with Ray Charles with whom he stayed for approximately a year and a half. Moncur said that he enjoyed being under the tutelage of musicians such as Hank Crawford and David ‘Fathead’ Newman. But it was not long before Art Farmer and Benny Golson tapped him to replace Curtis Fuller who was departing the Jazztet for the Jazz Messengers. Moncur recalled that it was during his tenure with the Jazztet that Moncur began to compose in earnest. “Art Farmer told me that he noticed from the way I played that I might make a good composer.” He also recalled, “That same night, I heard this little song in my head. I called it ‘Sonny’s Back’ for Sonny Rollins, who was my favorite musician. The next day I sang it for Benny Golson, who took his horn out and played it right there on the street.” The group eventually recorded the piece, “Sonny’s Back” a hard swing number and adopted it as a theme.

Once the Jazztet had disbanded in 1962, Moncur began focusing on his solo career. Over the next two-year period he would establish himself as a solo artist and in doing so record some of the most important albums of what we now call Avant-Garde/Free Jazz.

---
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Chapter 2: Improvisational Analysis

Introduction

Of all the great trombonists, the four trombonists considered in the current research unanimously consider J.J. the most influential trombonist for them as musicians. Despite Johnson being less than a decade older than a few, he was able to lay a foundation from which all four subjects would build upon in a few short years. In what follows, three features of J.J. Johnson’s playing style will be explicated that figure prominently in the musical styles of subsequent jazz trombonists.

1. Clean and clear tone

2. Improvisational style that avoids cliché

3. Triplets and other cyclical material

First, Johnson is known for his clean, clear tone in all registers. This may not seem like a remarkable feature, but at this point in time most jazz musicians were striving for uniqueness in their timbre for which they sacrificed clarity in some register of the instrument. Swing era trombonists coming directly before Johnson, like Tommy Dorsey and Lawrence Brown, had made names for themselves by having crystal clear altissimo registers. Johnson, however, possessed clarity in all ranges of his instrument. This evenness was often likened to that of an orchestral player. It was a feature that plays prominently, as he played non-scaler intervals as part of his improvisations. Consider this cadenza segment of his solo on “Yesterdays” by Jerome Kern on his Live at the Opera House recording with saxophonist Stan Getz. J.J. shows the ability to both play in the extreme low register B-flat\textsuperscript{1} to A\textsuperscript{1}, then ends by quickly playing a glissando up from E\textsuperscript{4} to C-sharp\textsuperscript{5}. He does all this with a clean, clear sound.
Second, Johnson was also the first trombonist to step forward with an improvisational style that was devoid of any trombone specific techniques (clichés), like growling, smears and glissandos, or as trombonist Steve Davis put it, “he abandoned the cliché’ language of the trombone.”\textsuperscript{23} Instead, he played lines in the style of Charlie Parker, Dizzy Gillespie and Bud Powell, all of whom were pioneers of the genre. No tempo seemed beyond his grasp. This should be considered as important as when Arthur Pryor came along and began playing and writing concert solos for trombone in the style of Jean Baptiste Arban and the other great cornet soloist of that day. Johnson showed the world that a trombonist could play bebop, thus saving the instrument from being relegated to playing only older forms of jazz and not allowing it to be an impactful modern jazz instrument.

\textsuperscript{23} Davis, Stephen K. Personal Interview. West Hartford, CT. January 1, 2018.
Finally, Johnson’s new improvisational style included a lot of cyclical material. His usage of this material is evidence that he has, in some ways, unlocked a hidden mystery of the instrument. It shows the instrument’s ability to quickly take, a lick and or short motif, and move it around the horn. He would often use triplets as the rhythm for these movements. Figure 2 is from David Baker’s *Jazz Monograph* and illustrates an example of Johnson’s use of triplets. Johnson used his ability to play motifs also as a way to show the large scope of music he knew. In his solos, he played melodies from other pieces, which jazz musicians commonly refer to as playing quotes. Figure 3 from the same book shows one of his favorite quotes, “High Society”.  

![Figure 2: Use of triplets](image1)


![Figure 3: High Society](image2)


---
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These three elements of his improvisational style act like a thread that join the 4 subjects to him. Each of the subjects possess elements within their own improvisational styles, as each subject’s, personal style is examined. Examples from each will be cross-referenced with samples of Johnson’s work to draw a firm connection between him and the subjects.

The Hard Bop Era is a return to the more fundamental stylings of gospel & blues. For trombone improvisational style, this means a return to the fundamental stylings without reliance on the over usage of glissandi and smears. The first subject, Curtis Fuller, can be viewed as the embodiment of this sentiment. Fuller’s sound concept is beautiful, but markedly different from Johnson. His sound is robust and deeply personal. It makes the listener draw near to double check that it is actually a trombone and not a saxophone. This can be best demonstrated in his ballad playing. A prime example being his very first solo recording, New Trombone. Fuller presents the song in the heart of the horn, right in the middle register and he makes great use of the handful of notes below B♭ that he plays. Note in the figure below that the highest note is an E-flat⁴. This is in contrast to what many trombonists of the day were doing on ballads. Most were still following the lead of Tommy Dorsey and Lawrence Brown and playing melodies up in the altissimo register of the horn. Fuller rather chooses a presentation like that of

---

a tenor saxophonist Coleman Hawkins or Ben Webster and with the melodic sense of a great swing era baritone singer like Frank Sinatra or Nat “King” Cole.

Figure 4: Use of lower register: transcribed by Emmett C. Goods, 2018.
Curtis Fuller, like Johnson, is known for his ability to construct bebop lines and play them at break neck tempos. Consider one of his early recordings during the era, his recording of “Cherokee” with Jimmy Smith on his album the Sermon. The track was not a part of the original release, but was included in reissues of the album as a bonus track. Here, on this perennial standard that is still used to “cut” fellow musicians at jam sessions, Curtis produces a near endless stream of well-connected ideas that goes on for exactly three minutes. Over the course of the three minutes he shows a great sense of swing. The lines are really made memorable, as bassist Nat Reeves has said, because “Curtis had a very deep sense of swing.” Fuller seems to be going out of his way to dig deep and really swing despite the bright tempo over which most musicians would just float. He colors the solo with quotes and time manipulations to further demonstrate his command of the tempo. And his execution of the bridge features blistering bebop lines filled with 8th notes.

Take note of measures 31-54 which includes a hearty two bar resolution in B-flat major before he launches into the bridge where he plays almost every beat and does not recycle material. This includes a very advanced bebop lick in measures 36-40 where Mr. Fuller anticipates the resolution to A-major by a whole two beats and gets there out lining the ii and the V7 chords using nearly all upper-structure notes. Also, note that while his lines are clearly out of the bebop vernacular he makes the most

27 Reeves, Nat. Phone Interview. September 6, 2017.

of the middle range of the trombone not even reaching $G^4$ and not going below $C\text{-}\text{sharp}^3$.

While this recording of “Cherokee” is at approximately 200 beats per minute, Fuller still finds it as the perfect time to use the A-sections to insert some blues on measures 120-128. He uses just the first five notes of the blues scale nearly verbatim over measures 120-123 and then branches off just a bit to end the chorus on measures 124-128. His use of the blues and his frequent use of the diminished seven over the dominant seventh chord with a flat-9, hints at his study of the Arbans method diminished studies. Steve Davis, who spent a lot of time with Fuller over the years, said this of Curtis’s improvisation in general, “Curtis said I love JJ’s dirty drawers”. While Fuller was playing with Miles Davis, J & K came to see Curtis and JJ said to K, “He’s playing all my shit”. Diminished over dominant seventh chords had previously been a common tool of J.J.’s.


The next subject, **Locksley “Slide” Hampton**, took an indirect route to the spotlight. Hampton spent a good bit of the era in a supporting role even when he was a leader, writing and arranging for artist like Maynard Ferguson, Randy Weston, Nat Adderley and J.J. Johnson. Hampton was really a work in progress as a trombonist. All the interviewees for this work agreed that Slide, while clearly one of the greatest trombonists ever, was still years away from some of his greatest recorded work. Though one of the recordings he makes was one of the most important recordings of the era for jazz trombone as it put him in a frontline with Curtis Fuller. Fuller and Slide were quickly gaining reputations in the late 1950’s as the heirs apparent to J.J. Johnson.

![Figure 7: Fuller and Hampton from “Side Hampton Personal Collection”, photo by Francis Wolff, 1958.](image)
The Bluenote LP *Two Trombones* was recorded in January of 1958, but was not actually released until 1980 under a Japanese imprint. It remained unheard during the actual Hard Bop era. All of the trombonists interviewed for the current research knew little about the recording of this record. Luckily it wasn’t lost as evidence of a 24-year-old Fuller and a 26-year-old Hampton. On this recording, one is treated for the first time to extended solos by both Hampton and Fuller, where similarities and differences between the two can be clearly heard.

The first major difference between the two is sound. Hampton’s sound is nothing like what it would be later, even later during this era. Rather than the dark tone that he is known for producing, the sound here is thin and airy. The best comparison would be to the sound of Kai Winding. The only recording that Hampton to exhibit this unique sound, one of two possibilities can be considered: it was an anomaly and possibly the result of Hampton being somewhat off that day; or Hampton did it intentionally, possibly as a “nod” to Johnson & Kai Winding who, at the time of this recording, had become quite successful with their two-trombone frontline. I was unable to get an answer to this question in my interview with Mr. Hampton. In my interview with Hampton he said, “Curtis was an idol of mine and I was intimidated. But I needed the money so I did the session.”\(^{30}\) This could be the answer but it is not definitive.

The second major difference was in their fluidity. Fuller was already a seamless improviser who, even at this young age, was able to perform solos that didn’t seem to have any gaps. He was never caught by surprise and seemed to go from one idea directly to the next. Hampton seems to be thinking about everything he plays on this record until just before he plays it. This is in stark contrast to four

\(^{30}\) Hampton, Slide. Phone Interview. May 22, 2018.
years later in 1962 when he would win the **New Star** award from *Down Beat*. Look at the fluidity he shows over this three-minute improvisation over Charlie Parker’s “Confirmation” recorded with his octet on their *Exodus*, LP. In figure 8 below, look at measure 19 where Slide uses Johnson’s triplet lick nearly verbatim.

![Figure 8: Slide using Johnson's triplet lick from “Confirmation”](https://www.brianscarboroughmusic.com/resources, accessed 6/25/2018.)

In measures 39 and 40, which takes place in the second chorus, he uses half-step sequencing ala Johnson as well. Take note of how he ends the second A section in measure 48, the F⁵ which he closes his phrase on. This is a herculean achievement as most trombonist would not be able to work as cleanly in that register, particularly at 230 beats per minute.
The feat done once is amazing. Doing it twice is really unbelievable, but he does it in middle of chorus 5 measures 145-148 which are the first four bars of the B section. And this second time, he bends the note between F₅ and D₅ to show his mastery of lip flexibility. See figure 10 below.


The third subject, Julian Priester, is by far the least recognized of the four. Priester’s career moved into many different arenas over the years. In fact, he was exploring the Avant-garde through his association with Sun Ra in the mid-1950’s while still in DuSable, High School in Chicago, IL. By 1958 he was regularly making trips to New York and records the first important record of his career as an improviser, *Blues for Dracula*, with drummer Philly Joe Jones. It was on this recording that one can really hear Priester stretch out for the first time.

On *Keep Swinging* his first date as a leader one can hear Julian showing his master of tone and range much like Johnson making the upper register sound effortless. Consider the turn-around of the end of the first chorus and the second chorus of this G-Blues that Julian composed called, “Under the Surface”. This solo goes up to a C-sharp⁵ in measure 8 of the second chorus, this the altissimo register of the trombone but Julian just sings in that register. Unfortunately, I was not able to formally interview
Mr. Priester to find out whether or not he uses “against the grain” in his playing, which is quite possible considering the shape of the lines.

Figure 11: Possible use of use “against the grain”: From “Under the Surface”. Transcribed by Don Sickler, 2009.

On “Juliano” from the same recording, Priester is in fine form once again and here he, much like Johnson, displays an affinity for the triplet as a rhythmic figure in his improvisations. Julian uses triplets as an entry figure quickly highlighting several of the chord tones to start his lines. See figure 12 below, which highlights the first four bars of the B section of the third course where he is trading with fours with Elvin Jones. Notice both measure 1 and 3 use identical entrances to the line. Both start with an eighth note pickup into beat 2. Also notice he is using the material cyclically as it goes through two keys
The final subject, **Grachan Moncur, III**, is the youngest of the subjects. His solo work really begins in the early 1960s. Amongst some of his earliest recorded improvised solos were those he took while working with the Art Farmer and Benny Golson Jazztet. He replaced Tom McIntosh who had replaced Curtis Fuller in the Jazztet and as such played the hard bop style and played it well. This really is a stark contrast to the work he did as one of the leading trombonists of the next area, the Avant Garde era.

On his first recording with the band was his original blues, “Sonny’s Back.” Here even my interviewees forgot that it was Grachan and not Curtis Fuller. Grachan’s use of blues and bebop in combination is strikingly similar to Fuller’s. Take note of his second chorus on this F-Blues. This solo

---

*Figure 12: Trading Fours: From “Juliano”. Transcribed by Don Sickler, 2009.*
shows that Grachan’s tone and clean clear bebop lines is constructed very much in the same style as Fuller and visa vis Johnson.

Moncur stands as the transitional figure between hard bop and Avant garde. As such, one can find evidence of the changeover in style. Interviewee Andre Hayward said of Grachan and Julian Priester that they were, “Conceptual players rather than technicians.” Some of this can be found in the landmark recording he made with Jackie McLean, *Destination Out!* Consider the track “Riff Raff”. In keeping with the Hard Bop era, the piece is a minor blues and has only 4 chords. Moncur builds a solo that starts with bop lines and ends with rhythmic figures used just as J.J. Johnson would have.
Figure 14: From bop to rhythmic figures From “Destination Out”. Transcribed by Don Sickler, 2013.
Chapter 3: Interviews

This chapter includes extensive interviews with two of the artists, Grachan Moncur III and Slide Hampton, in which they speak specifically about the Hard Bop era. One of these interviews was conducted via telephone, while the other was conducted in person. Unfortunately, the third and fourth interviews could not take place as planned either due to the subject’s advanced age and health condition or lack of follow-up, despite repeated attempts to reach out.

The following list of questions were originally created to gather a general understanding of each artist's relation to music:

1. What was your musical background?
   a. How did you decide to play the trombone?
   b. Who were your primary teachers?
2. What trombonist had an influence on you?
   a. Did you transcribe any of their material?
3. What was it like working with……?
4. Is there one particular recording from this era of your career that you are proud of or found of?
5. As you recall what was your improvisational concept during this time? Were you working on anything in particular?
6. Who were some of your favorite trombonists of this era?

The first question with two follow-ups (a & b) was intended to get a sense of their technical background on the horn. The second question and follow-up was posed to learn who inspired them on the instrument while they were still developing as players. The third question was asked to allow them to talk about the significant artists they had worked with during the Hard Bop era. The fourth question

---

31 At the writing of this document, all of the subjects are in their 80’s. Three have faced serious medical issues. Two have had challenges keeping housing and one is in an assisted living facility.
gives them the opportunity to single out a favorite recording from the Hard Bop era. Importantly, the fifth question speaks directly to their improvisational concept during that period. While the final question allows them to speak freely, and on general terms about any or all of their contemporaries.

Due to limited ability to conduct personal interviews with two of the subject, a revised set of questions was created to gain perspective from associates that knew the subjects personally. It is hoped that a similar perspective can be gained from this set of questions:

1. When did you first listen to the artist?
2. How did you end up meeting the artist?
3. Did you study formally with him?
   a. If yes what specifically did you work on? Technique, Improvisation or both.
4. Where would you say the artist belongs in the lineage of jazz trombonist?
5. What recording from 1955-1964 do you think demonstrates the talent, skill, virtuosity of the artist?
6. In your opinion, is there something that the artist did during that time which separates him from other jazz trombonist of this era of jazz history.

The rationale for asking the first question was to get a sense of when they first became aware of the subject’s music. The second question was posed to establish exactly when they met the artist and began their personal relationship. The third question is the most important as it allows the protégés to speak about what they learned from the subjects. While the question specifically says study, it was designed to get a “yes and” or “no but” response that would direct the conversation to intimate details of what they had learned from the subjects firsthand. The fourth question was designed to have the protégés consider the lineage of the jazz trombone as set out in this document and then put the four subjects into historical perspective. The fifth question asks the protégés to discuss specific recordings of the subjects from the Hard Bop era and discuss the talent, skill and virtuosity of the subjects. The final question asks the protégés to discuss what they feel separates the subjects from other jazz trombonists of the Hard Bop era.
Grachan Moncur III

Grachan Moncur III was the first subject I was able to contact. I reached him by phone and we spoke for approximately an hour. Moncur was honored to be part of the project and was extremely open about the time period in question. He was adamant that while he understood the subject matter of the project, he wanted it known that it was just the beginning of his career. He talked about how it was just at the beginning of the 1960s he was moving to New York from New Jersey and was beginning to establish what would be the peer group that began to define his career.

In response to question number one (what was your musical background?), Mr. Moncur said, “Music was always around my house. My father was a musician. He’s the reason I started playing the horn. He had an old baritone horn which I started playing on when I was little.” He went on to say that “In middle school I started taking lessons at a local music store in town.” Mr. Moncur made clear that these lessons were all classical technique and etudes etc.

In response to question two (what trombonist had an influence on you and did you transcribe any of their material?), Mr. Moncur did not respond directly to this question, but in our conversation of other things, he did mention how much respect he had for J.J. Johnson.

In response to question three (what was it like working with the Jazztet?), Mr. Moncur said, “I was very excited to get the gig. Benny Golson was very encouraging of me as a writer. The band was very tight and I got room to play unlike playing in the big band with Ray Charles.” When asked what it was like to be Curtis Fuller’s replacement in the Jazztet. He admitted, “I couldn’t replace him. I just did what I could do.”\(^\text{32}\) Moncur’s candid words make clear the perceived gap between Curtis Fuller’s

playing and his own at the time. It also highlights the amount of respect Fuller had gained in just under a
decade on the scene within his peer group.

The fourth question (is there one particular recording from this era of your career that you are
proud of/found of), he began discussing recordings from later in the decade which lead to a lengthy
digression. He would not directly answer the question. He instead asked me what my favorite was and
why? I told him that I loved Some Other Stuff with Wayne Shorter. Despite not being a part of the time
period of this project, I had to confess that I really loved Echoes of Prayer. His playing was just
incredible on that recording. He said, “well there you, go”. As a researcher, I was not initially sure
how to take this type of response. Upon reflection, I infer that he is proud of all of the recordings he has
made and does not have a favorite. Each of his recordings holds its own place in his heart.

When asked question number five (as you recall what was your improvisational concept during
this time? And Were you working on anything in particular?), Mr. Moncur spoke of the importance of
people like Lee Morgan, who he practiced with often, as being influential in his development as an
artist. He said that Jackie McLean was also practicing and working with him quite a bit during this
period. He added that, “we were about freedom.” He then went back to his time with the Jazztet and
talked about how the great drummer Rasheed Ali had worked just one week with the Jazztet after Lex
Humphries left. He said, “Benny Golson and Art Farmer really didn’t dig his playing at all. They were
used to this very conservative bebop playing that Lex played. We were however trying to leave that
stuff behind.”

____________________________________________________________________

33 Ibid

34 Ibid
Initially I looked at his saying, “we were about freedom” as a very literal discussion of freedom to improvise in a manner which they chose. Seen in historical context, one can understand freedom for a young black man in his 20’s during the early 1960’s would not solely be on musical terms, but also socio-political ones as well. He closed his statement with, “we were however trying to leave that stuff behind”. This is reflected in the material he was writing as a leader at the close of this period of his career. It was not only musically free, but it was demanding the socio-political freedoms that African-Americans were searching for.

Finally, I asked Mr. Moncur who some of his favorite trombonists of this era were. Again, he would not directly respond to this question. He simply said, “I was doing my thing. I was totally focused on my own projects.” I was surprised by this response because there is a line of thinking that considers the trombone community as a family that loves and supports one another. Upon further reflection, his sentiment makes sense in the context of his career at that point in time. He was at the pinnacle of his career as an artist and had no time to really stand by and admire others. He only had time to focus on being the best he could be.

The interview concluded with a promise to do a follow-up interview in-person. Unfortunately, Mr. Moncur, who just six weeks earlier had turned 80 years old, was in the process of moving and we lost touch. Life circumstances are increasingly difficult for a man in his 80s. One compounding factor is that some of the African-American jazz musicians of this period spent so much time playing and creating art, not to mention providing for their families, that they do not have the types of support systems others have to sustain them at the age they are now.

Summary of Protégé Responses on Grachan Moncur III

In response to the first question (when did you first listen to the artist?), Steve Davis and Andre Heyward seemed to have had the most contact and knowledge of Mr. Moncur’s work. Both recalled first having heard him play with Jackie McLean on the Blue Note recordings with Moncur and McLean in the 1960’s. They both talked about the impact of Jackie McLean’s 1963 record, *Destination...Out!*, as having been particularly important to them. Steve Davis said, “Moncur’s sound on that record was revelatory. It was the first time we heard anyone play with that sound concept.”

Question number two was designed to establish when the protégé’s met the subjects. What ended up happening were digressions by all of the protégé's about the scene. The scene is a hang-out venue where musicians interact with each other on and off the bandstand. The scene exists everywhere the music does and includes all the places (bars, clubs and restaurants) where musicians play and congregate. The scene allows the space for social networking by musicians. It is where they get the opportunity to listen to and play with each other via jam sessions. It is also used as a recruitment service hiring fresh musicians who have been active on the scene. Andre Heyward’s recollection is a prime example of this as he recalled having met Moncur at a club once he had moved to New York in the 1990’s. Steve Davis did have a more conventional meeting at a master class while he was a student at the University of Hartford. Steve also recalled how his professor Jackie McLean had placed he and fellow student John Hasselback, Jr. in charge of driving Mr. Moncur around that day, giving he and Hasselback the time to talk with him and ask questions freely.

In response to question three (did you study formally with him? And if yes what specifically did you work on? Technique, Improvisation or both.) only Heyward had taken a lesson with him and he said

---

that they had worked on the melodic information from etudes (Tyrell, Marcellus). He said that he had also worked on articulation. Mr. Moncur stressed that it didn’t all have to be attacked; you can use vowel\footnote{Heyward, Andre. Phone Interview. September 26, 2017.}. This remembrance by Mr. Heyward about articulation is important because it speaks to the sound that Steve Davis spoke of earlier. It is one of the reasons that Moncur sounds the way he does.

Question four (where would you say the artist belongs in the lineage of jazz trombonist?) resulted in varied responses. All of the protégés felt that Moncur’s playing had been extremely important as the bridge to the Avant garde style. Steve Davis said, “Grachan’s writing and playing on evolution is unique and seminal as well as are his contributions to One Step Beyond and Destination Out!”\footnote{Davis, Steve. Personal Interview. January 1, 2018.} He added that Jackie Mclean had said of Grachan, “that he admired his nerve and his writing”\footnote{Ibid}.

In response to question five (what recording from 1955-1964 do you think demonstrates the talent, skill, virtuosity of the artist?), all of the protégés agreed that Moncur’s work on Destination… Out! had been extremely important. They felt it showcased not only his playing, but also his compositional prowess as he had written three of the four songs on the record.

The responses to the last question (In your opinion, is there something that the artist did during that time which separates him from other jazz trombonist of this era of jazz history?), Andre Heyward felt strongly that Grachan’s concept had separated him from everyone else at this time. This improvisational concept includes the use of intervals as a staple of his improvisations, and which breaks completely away from the linear approach. Moncur is able to do with a few intervals and minimal lines what others would use line after line to do the same. In metaphoric terms, instead of an author who

\footnote{Heyward, Andre. Phone Interview. September 26, 2017.}
\footnote{Davis, Steve. Personal Interview. January 1, 2018.}
\footnote{Ibid}
drafts an essay, much like a skillful poet, he pens a thoughtful haiku. This is why, for the purposes of this study, he can be referred to as “The Tone Poet”.
Julian Priester

Julian Priester can be considered the biggest mystery of the group of subjects. He moved to Seattle in the late 1970s and has been a stalwart of that scene since he arrived. Even though he’s a major part of the Seattle scene, not many people seemed to be able to get in touch with him directly. Finally, I was able to connect with Master Trombonist Steve Turre and he was able to help me get connected with Mr. Priester.

After finally reaching him by phone, we only spoke for about 15 minutes. Regretfully, most of this time was spent trying to establish trust and convey the reasons for my interest in a personal interview. He promised a return call, but unfortunately, it never came and my repeated attempts to contact him went unanswered. I came to find out that this was a very trying time for him as there had been a Facebook campaign to raise money for him due to a housing issue. Due to the inability to interview him personally, I proceeded with the protégé interviews. What follows is the summary of those conversations about Mr. Priester.

Summary of Protégé Responses on Julian Priester:

In response to the first question (when did you first listen to the artist?), the protégés all said that he was someone that they had started to listen to a bit later. Professor Steve Davis said, “Julian Priester was the last one I heard. When I did it was initially his 1980s era Dave Holland records. Then I checked out Freddie Hubbard’s, Hubcap. And then The Max Roach recordings.”

This not only played out in this research, but seems to be even more the case when historians look at his career. In the book Jazz Bones by Kurt Dietrich, he lists Priester’s periods of influence as Avant-garde

---

This seems to completely ignore a whole decade of his career. He was such a great stylist, able to fit into whatever situation he found himself, whether that was in the band of Philly Joe Jones, Max Roach or Duke Ellington. Due to his resourcefulness as a musician, can be considered a musical chameleon of sorts for the purposes of this study.

When asked question number two (how did you end up meeting the artist?), the artists once again related stories of being on the scene. In this case, instead of New York, it was Seattle. All of the protégés met Priester after they had already started their own careers as jazz musicians. Both Steve Davis and Andre Heyward related stories of having met him while on the road. Davis said his first meeting had been as a member of Art Blakey’s Jazz Messengers. Heyward said that he had met him while on the road with the Lincoln Center Jazz Orchestra.

In response to question three (did you study formally with him? And If yes what specifically did you work on? Technique, Improvisation or both), Heyward had taken a lesson with him while on tour with the Lincoln Center Jazz Orchestra. He talked about how highly organized Priester was. He also divulged about having been shown Priester’s practice notebook. This is significant because most jazz musicians currently have or have had a notebook like this at some point. Such a notebook is important because it represents a direct look into the mind of any improvisor. A notebook reveals exactly what the author was working on while taking notes. I asked Mr. Heyward what he could remember seeing inside of the notebook. He disclosed that, “it was just filled with page after page of lines over standard chord change. But he also had some things that were not at all like that. I can only describe them as shapes.”  

---

As an aside, before the interviews it was assumed that many of the protégés would not have taken formal lessons. A second assumption was that they would, however, have stories of influential advice or stories given to them from the subjects that might speak to role in the Hard Bop era. One such story come from Steve Turre.

Mr. Turre, spoke of his relationship with Julian Priester more as that of a friend or colleague. While he was not clear as to where he had first met Julian, biographical research indicates that it had most likely happened in San Francisco before Turre moved to New York. In the interview he talked about how much Priester loved Johnson and related a story that Julian had told him about the one time he heard J.J. Johnson sound less than perfect. He depicted a scene in which, “Julian was at this spot in Brooklyn in the early 60’s one night for the jam session. As the story goes, J.J. walked in to the session and started playing. But Johnson was not playing like himself, his playing wasn’t polished you could tell he was working things out in front of us.”

This rare account of Johnson in less than peak shape, interesting as it may be, is not relevant to this project. Rather, it is more important to focus on the fact that Julian Priester was taking in every note the master played. It speaks directly to Johnson’s influence on him.

Responses to question four (where would you say the artist belongs in the lineage of jazz trombonist?) were complex. While all the protégés agreed that Priester was an important part of the lineage of jazz trombonist, Andre Heyward’s response to this question sums up the relevance of both Mr. Priester and Mr. Moncur. He noted that, “Grachan & Julian pushed the music beyond the initial

---

impact of J.J.” This can be further evidenced in the case of Priester when one considers that he is held in highest regard for his playing after this period.

Question five (what recording from 1955-1964 do you think demonstrates the talent, skill, virtuosity of the artist?) evoked the same response by all protégés. They agreed that *Keep Swinging*, 1960 was the recording that best displays his virtuosity during this period. It was hoped that one of them would have had an affinity for one of the 1950’s recordings with Philly Joe Jones or Max Roach, but they all seemed most familiar with his work from the solo record, *Keep Swinging*. They commented that they loved his tone and that his approach contrasted with the other subjects. Andre Heyward observed that, “Julian’s playing on *Keep Swinging* makes you think of J.J. but with a stronger connection to J.J.”

Question six (In your opinion is there something that the artist did during that time which separates him from other jazz trombonist of this era of jazz history), rendered the most surprising results. None of the protégés could point to any one thing that Priester was doing at this point in his career that separated him from anyone else. While surprising as a response, it reinforces the view of historians that have regarded his most impactful periods of work as part of another era.

Locksley “Slide” Hampton

Locksley “Slide” Hampton had been a mainstay on the New York jazz scene for many years. Of any of the subjects, he would appear to be the easiest to contact. However, Slide had been battling some health challenges during the research phase of this dissertation. Fortunately, he was able to recover during the drafting process and as fate would have it, the author shared the same train to Pittsburgh, but

for different gigs. The connection made on this train ride proved to be important because he agreed to a phone interview in the subsequent weeks.\(^{46}\)

Slide Hampton had recently turned 86 at the time of the interview. While he was still very clear minded; his responses were brief at times.

Question one (what was your musical background? And How did you decide to play trombone?) was answered by Slides differently than the other musicians in that music was his family’s business. They had been a very well-known territory band out of Indianapolis, Indiana. Slide revealed that he didn’t chose the trombone, the circumstances had determined the instrument for him: “I came from a family of musicians and we had a family band. The band needed a trombone player. So, it was pressed upon me.”\(^{47}\)

The follow-up question was, who were your primary teachers? Slide responded, “My father taught me. And school.”\(^{48}\) This is revealing because Slide Hampton went to the same High School that J.J. Johnson had graduated from. J.J. was not just someone whom he had heard on record, but someone that everyone around him at home was speaking of with pride and adoration; pointing to him in the direction Slide should go if he was to have success.

Slide’s response to question two (what trombonist had an influence on you? And did you transcribe any of their material?) provides direct evidence that he was influenced by J.J. Slide confirms that, “J.J. Johnson had a major influence on me. We listened to a lot of J.J. and Bird.” He did not directly respond to the question about transcribing. This may be because there were few resources for

---

\(^{46}\) Special thanks to Peter Lin for making this interview possible.


jazz education during this time. On a personal note, the author has had several masterclasses with Slide Hampton over the years in which he always emphasized the development of one’s ear and talked about transcribing. This suggests that ‘learning by ear’ was how he absorbed this material to gain a sense of J.J.’s style.

In asking Slide question number three (what was it like working with……?) the specific goal was to find out what is was like making the two-trombone record with Curtis Fuller. Slide started initially by relishing that, “Even the bad work was good back then. We traveled a lot.” After being directly asked what was it like making the two-trombone record with Curtis Fuller in 1958, Slide admitted that, “Curtis was an idol of mine and I was intimidated. But I needed the money.” This response left more questions than answers. Unable to get elaboration on these matters, the historical record of the time indicates that Curtis had taken New York City by storm since arriving. In fact by the 21 records Curtis made in the first year he clearly had made a name for himself. Slide was not as recognized then as he would be in the next few years. This makes a certain level of intimidation plausible.

The following question inquired why the company didn’t originally release the record. Slide answered that, “The company was having a hard time distributing things at that time.” This seems strange as Bluenote was assumed to be a powerhouse jazz label during this time period. However, the shelving of a record is a regular occurrence in the world of recorded music.

Question four (is there one particular recording from this era of your career that you are proud of, or found of?) was not answered directly. He gave the impression that he was trying to think of recordings that fit the exact time frame. After reading through his discography for this time period (see appendix) and listing his octet records he briefly opined that, “I like those”. After prodding, he added
that he was not playing the way he wanted because he had been so focused on writing the project. As detailed in chapter three, it is widely recognized as some of his finest playing.

To question five (as you recall what was your improvisational concept during this time? Were you working on anything in particular?) Slide responded, “I didn’t have a lot of time to practice on the instrument then as I was focused on writing. We played a lot back then, but I wasn’t focused on the horn then the way I am now.” This reinforces the view of the strength of commitment and talent exhibited by Slide Hampton. Slide has always had a reputation of having practiced veraciously. But he feels that during this time he hadn’t really put in the time to develop any specific concept.

Slide answered question six (who were some of your favorite trombonist of this era?) without hesitation, naming Curtis Fuller and Dick Nash. His responding so quickly and confidently with Curtis was not shocking, but Dick Nash was a bit of a surprise. He’s not a name that most would connect with this era at all. However, considering the amount of arranging that Slide was doing, in addition to working as a trombonist, it makes sense that he would think so highly of one of the preeminent lead trombonists of all time.

Summary of Protégé Responses on Locksley “Slide” Hampton:

In the opinion of most, including those interviewed for this study, Slide occupied less of an important role as a player during this period. The more important role was that of a writer. This seems counterintuitive because in 1957 he recorded with Curtis Fuller the only two-trombone date that is representative of this generation. Also, the French recordings of his legendary octet find him in fine

form on a handful of standards including Charlie Parker’s “Confirmation”. He does however exhibit the smallest output as a soloist of any of the four subjects in this dissertation.

When asked question one (when did you first listen to the artist?), all but two of the protégés pointed to his 1979 recording, *World of Trombones*. The only one that didn’t was Clifton Anderson because he was actually part of the group, though he did not make the recording for *World of Trombones* (further details below). James Burton actually pointed to a rather unusual first hearing of Slide. He said, “The first time I heard Hampton was on the Cosby Show when he was the sound behind the trombone playing of Cliff Huxtable’s father.”

The responses to question two (how did you end up meeting the artist?) were all rather consistent. All the protégés had met him in New York. Clifton Anderson and Steve Turre have had the longest standing relationship with Hampton. Clifton Anderson had met Slide initially through his Uncle Sonny Rollins, but became better acquainted with him as he started to seek the scene out for himself beginning in college. The only exception in this particular case was James Burton, who had initially met Hampton as a student at the University of Hartford. James continued that after the initial meeting they became closer once he had moved to New York and begun seeing each other on a more regular basis.

To question three (did you study formally with him? And If yes what specifically did you work on? Technique, Improvisation or both) Jay Ashby said that he had taken lessons with Slide once a month beginning in the mid-1980’s. He said they worked on playing Bebop heads in all 12 keys and endurance. He went on to say that they were rather informal get togethers. This is consistent with what

---

50 Burton, James. Phone Interview. September 27, 2017.
51 Ibid
52 Ashby, Jay. Phone Interview. September 21, 2017.
James Burton III described in his account. James Burton spoke of the informal hangs he had with Slide when he moved to New York in the early 2000’s. Mr. Burton said, “that there would be several young trombonists there playing slides arrangements and taking whatever, they could by ear.” Slide was also known to answer any question on playing right on the spot. Trombone players still come to his performances in droves and he answers questions one after the other until they are satisfied.

When asked question four (where would you say the artist belongs in the lineage of jazz trombonist?) all of the artists agreed that Slide belonged right after Curtis in the lineage. Asked to elaborate further, they related with wonderment about his virtuoscopic ability to improvise. His impressive altissimo register was also mentioned as a reason for this top placement.

In response to question number five (what recording from 1955-1964 do you think demonstrates the talent, skill, virtuosity of the artist?) the protégés were in consensus that there wasn’t enough material from him during this period. Steve Davis lamented that, “Slide was woefully under-recorded in his prime.” Initially this response was confusing as he had indeed recorded quite a bit as a leader. But as Slide had said himself, he was so focused on writing that the volume of improvised solos is less than from Curtis Fuller. Looking at Slide’s discography from this period, although he recorded at least nine times as a leader, none of those were in a small group (quintet or less) format that would have given him ample room to showcase himself as an improviser.

The protégés responses to question six (in your opinion is there something that the artist did during that time which separates him from other jazz trombonist of this era of jazz history) was met with

---

initial bewilderment. A consensus did eventually form that Slides arranging separated him from the other three subjects. He was really known more for his writing during this period. The only major recognition for his playing came in 1962 when he won the new star award from Down Beat. Although Slide was not working a lot as a solo artist or much in small groups during this time, what he was able to record was well-received.

Curtis Fuller

At the time of this writing, Curtis Fuller was in an assisted living facility and under the care of his adult children. He still occasionally receives visitors, but is no longer playing and memory is an issue. These circumstances made a personal interview impossible. Hence, for this section, the responses of his protégés will substitute for direct answers.

Summary of Protégé Responses on Curtis Fuller:
In response to question number one (when did you first listen to the artist?) all of the protégés recalled Curtis being the second major jazz trombonist they had heard after J.J. Johnson. They also recalled having had this experience in High School, with most pointing to Fuller’s work with John Coltrane (*Blue Train*) and Art Blakey and the Jazz Messengers as their first recorded encounters with Fuller.

This consistency in their answers speaks to the importance of Fuller’s work in these ensembles. A high school student studying music would not necessarily pick up these recordings. They would need to be recommended to them by some elder who felt Mr. Fuller exemplary enough to stand as an example to budding young musicians. *Blue Train* was cited as the first recording every interviewee had heard of Curtis Fuller.

Question number two (how did you end up meeting the artist?) did not bring the type of responses that characterized those of the other subjects. In the case of Curtis Fuller, all the artists seemed to have had pretty casual first meetings with Curtis at his performances. While this may seem underwhelming, upon second thought, it demonstrates how active he had to be as a performer for all these interviewees to have met him at a performance. The only interviewee who had not initially met Mr. Fuller at a performance was James Burton, who had Curtis as a teacher at Skidmore while in college.

In response to question three (did you study formally with him? And, if yes what specifically did you work on? Technique, Improvisation or both.), James Burton is the only protégé to have officially taken a lesson with Curtis. He relayed the following about Fuller’s influence: “I studied some with Curtis both at Skidmore and Betty Carter Jazz Ahead. We worked on articulation and fluidity. The biggest conceptual thing he laid on us was that he listened to Brahms string quartets before bed and the
breadth and beauty of the sound.” This corroborates with the author’s personal memories of meetings with Fuller. As a teenager he emphasized to me how much important information was inside the Arban’s book. He quoted exact pages where exercises could be found, then demonstrated how to fluidly play them all over the horn. Steve Davis recalled, “I never took lessons but I did get to go to his home on a few occasions and spend the day. We played some and I mostly just absorbed what he had to say about everything.

In response to question number four (where would you say the artist belongs in the lineage of jazz trombonist?) the subjects all agreed that in the lineage of jazz trombonists, Curtis Fuller is right after J.J. Johnson in his importance. The crux of the responses had to do with volume of work and who he played with during this time period. When the top jazz artists from this area needed a trombonist, most often they called Curtis Fuller first. In fact, Curtis was on a record with nearly every major tenor saxophonist of the Hard Bop era, people like John Coltrane, Benny Golson, Joe Henderson and Wayne Shorter just to name a few. Bear in mind that the tenor saxophone is one of the principal instruments during this era of jazz history.

The responses to question number five (what recording from 1955-1964 do you think demonstrates the talent, skill, virtuosity of the artist?) seemed to be the most fun for everybody to answer. The protégés all spoke of the importance of hearing Fuller play alongside John Coltrane on Blue Train. Coltrane was one of the artists to really define the era through his playing. Many artists were struggling to keep up with Coltrane during this period of his career. Curtis did however stand strong and play with a type of virtuosity and finesse that complimented Coltrane as it was modern and fresh.

---

The record that was a close second was *Ugetsu* by Art Blakey and the Jazz Messengers. The improvised section on the outro (which is not included in any of the published transcriptions of Curtis on that song) was mentioned as especially impressive. It displayed Curtis’s ability to play “quotes”. Quotes are the super-imposition of a familiar melody into a song where it does not belong. The protégés all remarked that during this outro vamp, instead of playing lines as Wayne Shorter and Freddie Hubbard did, Curtis Plays four bars of, “It Never Entered Mind”. This may seem anti-climactic, but it actually shows the ability of the simplest melody to cut through on a trombone.

In response to question six (in your opinion is there something that the artist did during that time which separates him from other jazz trombonist of this era of jazz history), the protégés gave good answers in which two stood out. Jay Ashby, who was selected because he has spent a lot of time under the tutelage of Slide Hampton, praised Fuller: “Curtis because he stood with some of the greatest innovators of the music ever. His ability to play quartal and pentatonic. Curtis Fuller used the improvisational language of John Coltrane and Wayne Shorter.”

The last sentence of that statement deserves particular attention. Simply paying attention to Curtis does not consider who he was playing with. John Coltrane and Wayne Shorter were regularly incorporating “sheets of sound” into their solos. A device where saxophonist play a seemingly endless stream of notes for a few beats/measures. The simplistic nature of holding a large tube with a mouthpiece on the end, as Curtis would often tell students in master-classes, would leave most feeling out-gunned. Despite the more complicated nature of doing something like “sheets of sound” on trombone, Curtis finds all types of devices to keep pace with more technologically advanced instruments (i.e. saxophone).

---

Steve Davis summed up Fuller’s importance to jazz of this era with a reference to Star Wars:

“Curtis expanded the phraseology with his use of lines and arpeggios. (think triplets and his use of them). The most fluent of all the trombonist of this era. “He’s like Yoda”.57 While Steve laughed after saying that Curtis was like Yoda, there is something to be said about how all the Protégés looked to Curtis as a master source of inspiration. Clifton Anderson said, “I was exposed to J.J. very early on, but when I heard Curtis he just spoke to me. His tone was unique and he was swinging.”58
Conclusion

According, to Steve Davis- “there is a gap between major periods of output by trombone”\textsuperscript{59}.

While J.J. Johnson has been recognized by jazz historians as the greatest jazz trombonist of all time, less scholarly attention has focused on those who were in his periphery. Complementing Peter Lin’s master’s thesis on Jimmy Cleveland, through historical comparison this dissertation analyzed the musical styles of jazz trombonists that came after J.J. Johnson. My analysis shows the linkages to J.J. Johnson in the Hard Bop improvisational style of Curtis Fuller, Slide Hampton, Julian Priester and Grachan Moncur III. The current paper also documented, through personal interview, the stories of these four musicians in their own words.

At the beginning of the writing process, the youngest of the musicians analyzed, Grachan Moncur III, was turning 80 years old. Fortunately, the questions posed to him during the interview were met with clear answers that matched the researcher’s expectations. For example, he was able to succinctly make the connection between his music and the Civil Rights movement on page forty-eight in chapter three where he discusses freedom.

This moment shared with Grachan was singular but, impactful. While I hoped for moments like this with all my subjects it did show that largely the subjects were cognizant of what was taking place with the Civil Rights movement, but were more focused on their career than politics. What emerged from the interview was that no sustained, systematic or intentional effort was made to protest for Civil

Rights through their music. They mainly wanted to make the best music possible while providing for their families. Their work during this time may have led to a political hue, but most often not.

A second misconception that could be disentangled during the interviews was the idea that each subject developed his style through some unique process. Here again, the answers provided during the interviews suggest that the men used the same conventional methods that many trombonists have used. Andre Heyward spoke of seeing Julian’s notebook. But, this is not extraordinary. Anecdotal evidence of Curtis Fuller’s use of the Arban’s book was provided, as were stories of Slide Hampton’s never-ending pursuit of endurance on the instrument, and Grachan’s use of traditional etude books (Tyrell) to glean melodic material.

With these matters dealt with sufficiently, it was left to consider how each of these trombonist’s individual styles worked to define the Hard-Bop Era in jazz history. The characteristics or monikers used throughout this dissertation provide some insight:

**Grachan Moncur, III - Tone Poet**

One comment really stood out in an hour-long phone conversation with Trombonist Andre Heyward talking about his time with all of the subjects. He said, “to me Grachan and Julian are like poets on the horn.”61. This statement sums up the idea presented in the current project. The Avant Garde were much like great poets. Telling a story without needing both chapter and verse. The era started out
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60 Heyward, Andre. Phone Interview. September 26, 2017.
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with one foot firmly in bebop. But by the time Mr. Moncur releases his first solo records, the traditional constraints of language and harmony were fading and the most successful improvisors of the era were yet to come.

**Julian Priester - the Chameleon**

Much like a chameleon, Julian Priester was able to change and adapt to any and every musical situation he was in; all while putting his own special mark on it. In other words, his career is striking with regard to the wide range of music he created and performed. He worked just about every angle possible in jazz; from early jazz with his work with the Duke Ellington Orchestra in the 1960’s, to the work he did with Sun Ra as a teenager that was at least a decade if not more a head of its time. He had seemingly done it all. And unlike any of the others, he spent a good part of his career teaching.

**Slide Hampton - The Thinker**

Slide Hampton was the Thinker of the group. This is because, during most of the Hard Bop Era, the careers of the other men as trombonists focused on one particular role, player. Conversely, Slide was focused on orchestrating the sound of the era. He wrote arrangements for big band, small group and his own octet. He was named a star of the trombone by down beat in 1962, rather impressive considering his less frequent opportunities to be heard as a soloists.

**Curtis Fuller- Virtuoso**
In the mid-1990s when asked who the fastest jazz trombonist was, J.J. Johnson said, “Why Curtis Fuller haven’t you heard the records?”62 Partly through hard work and partly through God-given ability, Curtis Fuller developed a new sound, blazing technique and unique soulfulness that was unlike any heard before on trombone. Due to this special style and technique, he became one of the most recorded newcomers in jazz history when he hit the scene in 1957. He can be called the virtuoso of the group because the master trombonist of the previous era thought so highly of his ability.

Having studied the trombonists of the Hard-Bop Era in-depth, the question remains why records led by jazz trombonists on major labels decline significantly in its aftermath. During the late 1960s and 1970s it is difficult to find 10 records like any of the ones discussed in this dissertation. The answer seems to be two-fold. There was a move to jazz-rock fusion by many artists. The jazz-rock fusion era in jazz history is not a place where we see many trombone players and those we do were not recording solo records. The other is that the upcoming generations of would be jazz trombonists were playing pop music. James Pankow was working with Chicago. Fred Wesley was working with James Brown and Clifford Adams was working with Kool and the Gang. This leaves a gap between the subjects of this study and the young lions era trombonists Steve Turre, Robin Eubanks, Wycliff Gordon and Steve Davis. This will however have to fleshed out further in future research.

Scholarly contributions to this and other important questions add to the collective understanding of not only jazz history, but the history of American music.

Terms

- **Cycle progression** is a series of dominant 7th chords that follow the circle of fourths.
- **Line** is a term used colloquially to describe a short segment of an improvised solo usually in eighth notes.
- **Enclosure Figures** is a commonly used term in jazz improvisation analysis and pedagogy that refers to the practice of chromatically or diatonically surrounding important chord tones with upper and lower neighbor tones.
- **Upper Register** for purpose of this document I define upper register as the register of the trombone from F⁴ to B-flat 4 (considering middle C = C⁴). This is where most players start to feel a distinct change in resistance. This change is normally felt to be an increase in resistance.
- **Lower Register** is the register of the trombone is thought to begin with B-flat² and below where most players start to feel a distinct change in resistance (considering middle C = C⁴). This change is normally felt to be a decrease in resistance.
- **Middle Register** is the register of the trombone is between B-flat² and F⁴ where the resistance is little to none (considering middle C = C⁴).
- **Altissimo Register** on a trombone varies from player to player. But, for the purposes of this study it will begin at B-flat⁴ and above (considering middle C = C⁴).
- **Pattern** a recurring improvised musical idea.
- **Chordal idea** an improvised musical idea that is based primarily on major/minor thirds.
- **Linear idea** an improvised musical idea that is based primarily on successive major/minor seconds.
- **Time-feel** is the way each musician individually interprets swing eighth notes, triplets, dotted eighth-sixteenth in relationship to the pulse.
- **Turn** is an embellishment or ornament that produces four notes. One above and one below.
- **Cyclical material** successive improvised ideas that are sequential in nature.
- **Delayed resolution** when an improviser, “extends the line past the point of harmonic resolution.”
- **Anticipated resolution** when an improviser, “intentionally resolves the line before the actual point of harmonic resolution.”
- **Implied secondary dominants** when an improviser uses melodic and harmonic material from a corresponding secondary dominant to create extra tension in their solo.
- **Modern Jazz** for the purposes of this study will refer to the improvisational practices commonly associated with the Bebop, Cool Jazz, and Hard Bop.
- **Hard Bop** is a term coined by David Rosenthal and delineates the period of 1955 to 1965 as the most fertile for Hard Bop performance.
- **Against-the-grain** is a term that refers to players using the natural ability to have notes come out hastily by air-pressure and slide direction alone.
- **Sheets of sound** is a device where saxophonist play a seemingly endless stream of notes for a few beats/measures.
• “The Scene” is a hang-out venue where musicians interact with each other on and off the bandstand.

• Quotes are the super-imposition of a familiar melody into a song where it does not belong.
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